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Super Bowl LIV thrilled with a come-from-behind victory for the Chiefs and a well-deserved championship for coaching 
legend Andy Reid. It also brings the seventh edition of the Merkle Digital Bowl report. The report provides a detailed 
assessment of how Super Bowl advertisers supported commercials costing as much as $5.6 million for 30-seconds of 
airtime, in digital marketing channels. Each advertiser is evaluated based on its ability to meet specific and objective 
criteria across paid search, organic search, social media, and digital media. While the creative efforts largely influence 
how audiences respond, Merkle scores each brand’s efforts to extend engagement with a digital strategy in the 
competition for audience attention on the second screen. The 2020 Merkle Digital Bowl Report winner for excellence in 
digital marketing is...

SUPER BOWL LIV
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#2  Avocados From Mexico

#1  TurboTax

#3  Squarespace

#4  Olay

#5  Verizon

#6  Tide

#7  Hyundai

#8  Pop-Tarts

#9  P&G

#10  Planters

SEO PAID SEARCH DISPLAY SOCIALSCORE

TOP 10 DIGITAL BOWL ADVERTISERS



THE WINNER
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2020 Digital Bowl Winner: TurboTax
TurboTax hit us with a #W2Step to remix its 2016 Merkle Digital Bowl-winning performance and take home 
the title for a second time. TurboTax unleashed a multi-channel campaign that finished with the top score in 
two channels, and narrowly missed the top score in a third. TurboTax achieved this dominant performance 
by executing the fundamentals and fusing them with a few strokes of inspired creativity. TurboTax used 
a dedicated landing page featuring its commercial and YouTube videos to carve out its space in organic 
search. The brand also featured strong coverage across display, paid social, and video, but stood out 
with its hashtag challenge on TikTok, which garnered over 100 million views. In social, TurboTax scored a 
close second by concentrating efforts on TikTok and maintaining a regular Twitter presence, engaging with 
celebrities and other advertisers. While it fell outside the top ten in Paid Search, TurboTax by no means 
dropped the ball, receiving a solid score for its keyword coverage, ad copy, and engagement.

Avocados From Mexico got a ringer this year in landing Molly Ringwald to be the pitchwoman for its 
fictional Avo Network and lead Avocados From Mexico to another second-place finish. The brand finished 
as the only advertiser this year to place in the top ten in all four channels. Avocados From Mexico delivered 
a near-perfect paid search score, including tailored messaging, a dedicated Super Bowl landing page, and 
search presence on several brand and non-brand searches. Avocados From Mexico used its optimized 
landing page to capture relevant queries and featured robust campaign content that encouraged users 
to enter contests, watch videos, and browse quirky avocado products. The brand moved into the top ten 
for digital media this year, as it ran relevant paid social and video ads. In social, Avocados From Mexico 
unsurprisingly finished in the top ten, excelling at real-time engagement and unique content, which has 
been a trademark of the brand’s past campaigns.

2020 Digital Bowl Notable Contender: Avocados From Mexico

1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE
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Criteria
✓ Pre-game groundwork, from profile housekeeping to teasing of creative

✓ Real-time campaign content that goes beyond reposting of commercial

✓ People-based engagement, with time made for personalized responses

✓ In-game earned media spike via hashtag or shares of campaign content

✓ Interesting and effective partnership with publishers and/or influencers

SOCIAL MEDIA

Baby Nut Rises to the Top

Planters kicked off its Big Game promo with the heavy-hearted 
announcement of the passing of Mr. Peanut on January 22nd, asking 
fans to pay respects with #RIPeanut. During the ad spot, Mr. Peanut 
was resurrected into a cute and viral Baby Nut character. The brand 
turned over its creative to reflect this change, passing the torch from 
Mr. Peanut to Baby Nut. Planters took the character as far as it could, 
leveraging a #BabyNut livestream from his room, and ultimately 
building to the launch of ShopBabyNut.com, giving fans access 
to shop gear of the internet’s new favorite character. Clips of the 
livestream were repurposed into memes spread both by Planters and 
organically by fans. Both hashtags were trending (the only brand to 
have two trending tags), and Planters improved on last year’s second-
place finish to become this year’s champion.

1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE
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Taxes Become a Social Trend

TurboTax did the impossible by making taxes a fun, trending 
topic. Unlike most advertisers, TurboTax reached a younger 
audience by concentrating efforts on TikTok and working 
with top influencers to maximize reach on the platform. Users 
were invited to share videos of their “refund dance” with the 
#W2Step hashtag. TurboTax did miss a branding opportunity 
by not creating its own TikTok account for users to follow and 
continue to engage with. Outside of TikTok, social momentum 
carried over to Twitter, where the brand maintained a regular 
presence, engaging with celebrities and other advertisers, and 
even creating content in real time to mirror the themes of other 
ads and make game-time references. Responses to followers 
were quick, personalized, and encouraged conversation within 
the hashtag.

Tom Brady Makes a Major Announcement
Hulu pulled off the media storm other brands can only dream of 
creating. Starting well ahead of the Super Bowl, rumors spread of 
a major announcement concerning Tom Brady. With retirement and 
impending free agency top of mind for the legendary athlete, the 
public feared the worst, and speculation ran rampant. Fans and 
news outlets alike spread stories of their various theories, setting 
up the spotlight for Hulu to make a game-changing announcement 
of its own: live sports streaming on Hulu. This prep work and 
newsworthy suspense gave Hulu a unique amount of social and 
news presence coordinated with its Super Bowl advertising.



Criteria
✓ Display and social network retargeting pixels placed on homepage and relevant landing pages

✓ Display banners featured on premium sports websites

✓ Creative includes Super Bowl-relevant content and eye-catching formats with specialized landing pages

✓ TV commercial teased on YouTube ahead of the Big Game

✓ Discovery ads deployed and in-stream video ads featured on YouTube or other video inventory

✓ Ads featured on Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook

Expansion into TikTok Leads TurboTax to Big Win
TurboTax continued its broad distribution this year across display, paid 
social, and video, but stood out with its expansion into TikTok. TurboTax 
heavily tested into the rising social media platform, using a homepage 
takeover and hashtag challenge to complement its #W2Step campaign. 
TurboTax also uploaded its “All People Are Tax People” remix, which 
allowed users to post their own videos to the sponsored hashtag 
and led to over 100 million views. Additionally, the brand encouraged 
engagement with a coordinated Snapchat lens that allowed users to 
put themselves into the commercial. Its strong presence and innovation 
throughout the game led TurboTax to the big win.

DIGITAL MEDIA
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1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE



Verizon Supports Multiple Messages Through 
Digital Media

There are a lot of amazing things 5G won’t do, but it deserves some credit for 
Verizon’s second-place finish in this year’s rankings. Verizon maintained a strong 
presence all night with campaigns complementing each of its TV commercials. The 
brand sponsored a Snapchat lens for the 5G technology that supports firefighters, 
which showed users wearing a firefighter helmet, smoke gathering in front of the 
camera, and infrared views of the room. Verizon also encouraged users to retweet 
an ad for #OneMoreSunday, by offering to donate $1 per retweet to volunteer 
organizations in their communities to help build the biggest volunteer network in 
America. Additionally, Verizon invested in display and paid social ads with “5G built 
right” messaging to complement its more engaging buys. This well-rounded strategy 
dialed-up a strong second-place finish for Verizon in paid media. 

Sponsored Memes Capture 
Attention for Bud Light 

Bud Light Seltzer invested in a series 
of sponsored memes across existing 
Instagram meme accounts. The ads 
used clips from its TV commercial 
featuring Post Malone and put humorous 
twists on the images, which blended 
into Instagram’s native content. The 
marketing initiative was tied together 
with the hashtags #budlightseltzer 
and #ImGettingPaidForThis. The paid 
promotion led to organic shares of the 
memes, which extended the marketing 
investment even further.
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Criteria
✓ Landing page focused on Super Bowl that can be crawled and indexed by search engines

✓ Landing page discoverable on mobile for “brand + super bowl commercial,” “brand + commercial,” or campaign related queries

✓ Landing page is well-optimized

✓ Landing page is served securely, mobile friendly, and meets users’ load-time expectations

✓ URL or hashtag include in TV ad to drive traffic to the respective page

✓ Video is posted on brand’s YouTube page and well-optimized

All People Can Appreciate TurboTax’s 
Optimization Tactics

TurboTax took the top spot for search engine optimization among 
Super Bowl advertisers with its SEO efforts around its All People 
Are Tax People campaign. TurboTax smartly got a jump on the 
game by having its landing page live more than a week ahead of 
time and having both its YouTube videos and campaign landing 
page meta elements optimized for Super Bowl search queries. 
These tactics helped TurboTax rank prominently on the first page 
of search results. TurboTax effectively made use of the hashtag 
#W2Step in its spot to further strengthen its page’s organic 
visibility. The brand also earned a featured snippet from Google 
for its song lyrics. Finally, TurboTax supported its products and 
sweepstakes contest with strategic internal links from its landing 
page to encourage further user engagement.

SEO
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1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE



Olay Makes Space for an Out of This World Landing Page
Olay earned a second-place finish with a well-optimized 
landing page that was out of this world. All meta elements 
targeted both the campaign and the game, making it easily 
discoverable for branded and commercial-related queries. 
After the commercial aired, the landing page ranked on 
page one for “olay super bowl commercial.” The campaign 
hashtag, #MakeSpaceForWomen, which was featured heavily 
in both the commercial and landing page content, reinforced 
keyword relevance and provided users with cohesive 
campaign content. The mobile-friendly experience was ideal 
for second-screen users and included multiple points for 
further engagement with internal links and calls to action.

Super Bowl SERPs Reveal Opportunities 
for Advertisers

Several brands rely solely on their homepage to capture the increase in search 
volume for branded queries driven by a Super Bowl commercial. However, 
that means they are missing out on valuable website traffic that could be 
captured from commercial-related queries and also passing up key new result 
formats appearing in search engine results pages (SERPs). This year’s search 
results introduced more People Also Ask boxes, offering brands insight into 
future opportunities to expand their on-page content. Several brands also 
had a prominent knowledge graph feature specifically for their Super Bowl 
commercial. With fewer than 50% of advertisers creating a dedicated landing 
page for their campaigns this year, there remains plenty of untapped potential 
in the organic search space.
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Criteria
✓ Paid ads featured on first page of search results for relevant queries across all device types

✓ Paid search ad copy related to the Super Bowl, including extensions

✓ Landing page content, which reinforces the Super Bowl and directs user with clear call to action

PAID SEARCH

After taking a year off from advertising in the Big 
Game, Squarespace returned in 2020 and earned 
a perfect score in paid search. Squarespace’s 
TV spot depicted actress Winona Ryder 
creating a Squarespace website about Winona, 
Minnesota. Prior to the game, Squarespace teased “Welcome to Winona” messaging in ad copy. During the game, it 
rotated several versions of copy, all regarding the Winona theme. The copy incorporated relevant taglines, such as 
“Winona Finds the True Winona” and “A Website Makes it Real,” while infusing Squarespace product messaging in 
the description lines and callout extensions, including “Free 14-day Trial,” “24/7 Customer Support,” and “Drag and 
Drop.” Squarespace maintained keyword coverage across the brand and non-brand space, with ads showing for 
“squarespace,” ”website builder,”  and “winona” searches. 

Squarespace also created a separate domain to support the TV spot: “welcometowinona.com.” The site included clear 
calls to action, inviting users to “Create a Website” or engage further with its Super Bowl content and “Visit Winona’s 
Website.” In total, Squarespace created a cohesive user experience that tethered the TV spot, ad copy, keyword 
coverage, and landing page together in a way that guided users to Squarespace’s intended actions on the website. 

Squarespace is Picture Perfect
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1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE



Pringles Stacks Up Points for Second-Place

Olay Feels the STEM with Copy Customization 

Pringles made a significant impression in this year’s paid search 
space, eking out a victory over brands like Olay, Coca-Cola, and 
three-time paid search winner, Avocados From Mexico. In its TV 
spot, Pringles continued its “Flavor Stacking” campaign shown 
during Super Bowl LII with an Adult Swim “Rick and Morty” spin. 
Pringles ran two distinct sets of ad copy before and after its TV 
spot aired during the game. This garnered Pringles the lead over 
its snack-space competitors, Doritos and Avocados From Mexico, 
and also showed that the brand thought intentionally about 
scheduling its messaging for game day.  

Pringles dominated paid results around “Rick and Morty” and 
“Stack the Flavors” taglines but did not have a significant 
presence on general snacking searches, which were saturated by 
organic listings and a host of snack brands. After clicking through 
an ad, users landed on a Super Bowl-specific landing page with 
an interactive “Pringle Stacker” tool that included direct links 
to buy products on sites like Walmart and Amazon Prime Now. 
Overall, Pringles created a cohesive paid search and Super Bowl 
TV campaign that led to a unique and impactful experience.

Artificial intelligence (AI) and personalization are top focuses for digital advertisers in 2020. In the past year, Google 
released several paid ad format updates that leverage AI to deliver the most effective customized experience to 
searchers. Several dynamic ad experiences available are Responsive Search Ads, Dynamic Search Ads, and Ad 
Customizers. AI-driven ad formats were leveraged by several advertisers, and both Olay and Michelob used ad 
customizers that displayed dynamic countdowns in line with their promotional timing to create urgency. As AI and 
personalization become marketing imperatives, advertisers will leverage more of these solutions to stay at the forefront.
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TOP PERFORMANCES BY CATEGORY

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

T10

T10

Planters

TurboTax

Tide

Cheetos

Hulu

Sabra

WeatherTech

Doritos

Olay

Avocados From Mexico

Pop-Tarts

SOCIAL MEDIA RANK
1

2

3

4

T5

T5

T5

T8

T8

T8

T8

T8

T8

TurboTax

Verizon

Pepsi

Discover

Doritos

Jeep

Squarespace

Avocados From Mexico

Hummer EV (GMC)

MTN DEW®

SodaStream

Tide

T-Mobile

DIGITAL MEDIA RANK
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TOP PERFORMANCES BY CATEGORY

Olay

Pringles

Squarespace

Avocados From Mexico

Coca-Cola

Hyundai

Budweiser

Hulu

Michelob Ultra Pure Gold

Microsoft

P&G

Planters

Pop-Tarts

Quicken Loans

Verizon

PAID SEARCH RANK
T1

T1

T1

T4

T4

T4

T7

T7

T7

T7

T7

T7

T7

T7

T7

SEO RANK

TurboTax

Olay

Avocados From Mexico

Sabra

Amazon

P&G

WeatherTech

Squarespace

Toyota

Audi

Hyundai

Hyundai Genesis

Kia

MTN DEW®

1

2

T3

T3

5

T6

T6

T8

T8

T10

T10

T10

T10

T10

1ST PLACE NOTABLE MENTION2ND PLACE 3RD PLACE
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EXECUTIVE SPONSOR  
Sam McGrane

HEAD COACHES 
Matt Mierzejewski
Jamie Schleicher

SOCIAL MEDIA
Katelyn Anderson ⊲ TEAM CAPTAIN
Graeme Jamieson
Andrew Galuppo
Gena Mangano
Joey Scully

DIGITAL MEDIA
Katie Cottam ⊲ TEAM CAPTAIN
Nicole Carothers
Kaitlin Jungles
Joey Scully
Rachel Thomas
 

SEO
Jamie Schleicher ⊲ TEAM CAPTAIN
Mary Kate Appel 
Nathanael Appleby
Luke Herrmann 
Libby Knowles
Lauren Sargent

DIGITAL BOWL 2020 TEAM

PAID SEARCH
Nada Tramonte ⊲ TEAM CAPTAIN
Charlie Gurewitz
Colin Richard
Jeff Wang
Connor Worley

MARKETING
Cheryl Sansonetti ⊲ TEAM CAPTAIN
Kailey Anderson
Sherri Aycoth
Mark Ballard
Ted Lonczak
Emily MacKinnon
Garit Rueble
Katie Sorota
Traci West



Merkle is a leading data-driven, technology-enabled, global performance marketing agency that 
specializes in the delivery of unique, personalized customer experiences across platforms and 
devices. For more than 30 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have 
partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. The agency's heritage in data, 
technology, and analytics forms the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding consumer 
insights that drive people-based marketing strategies. Its combined strengths in performance 
media, customer experience, customer relationship management, loyalty, and enterprise marketing 
technology drive improved marketing results and competitive advantage. With 9,400+ employees, 
Merkle is headquartered in Columbia, Maryland, with 50+ additional offices throughout the US, EMEA, 
and APAC. In 2016, the agency joined the Dentsu Aegis Network. 


